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Glossary of terms used in physical organic chemistry 1287

a—ELIMINATION (alpha—Elimination)

A reaction of the general type

R X R
+ -

Z Z + XY (or X + Y, or X + Y/\
R' Y R'

where the central atom Z is most commonly carbon. The reverse reaction is
called a-addition.

ALTERNANT

A
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The rate of appearance of C is then given by

= EP -
In this system p1(or EPA) can be regarded as the hypothetical rate of

decrease in the concentration of A due to the single (uni—directional)
reaction (1) proceeding in the assumed absence of all other reactions.

For an irreversible reaction A -*P,
-

dt 'i
If two substances A and P are in chemical equilibrium (AP), then

EPA
=

EP_A
=

and

dt
-

dt
-

GOLD (1979).
See also order of reaction, rate—limiting step, steady state.

CHEMICAL REACTION

A proceX2 cbof sultsng in thintere crevertion on chemical reactis mayan belemnceary(-)Tj
/CVFX 96 Tf
7 0-4 Td(reactis oral)Tj
/CVFX9122 T5628 -14 Tg stwisble
reactiste.Athidefiniactioincludnceexperimnceally o abrvasibleoe cformeve79).omolecular nceiaces,ofthidefiniacti, but it C ioftivee conptually e creninceue )
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(2) The breakdown of a radical into a diamagnetic molecule and a smaller
radical, e.g., X-Y-Z•—-*X=Y + Z•

(3) The breakdown of a radical ion in a mass spectrometer or in solution,
forming an ion of lower molecular mass and a radical, e.g.,

+ +

[(CH3)4NrHJ'r+++1316+

3ecommendan sosan iIUPAC MANUAL+++1316
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LH+ . $11S+ = constant

where the parameter $ is independent of temperature. This equation (or some
equivalent form) is said to represent an "isokinetic relationship". The
temperature T = /3 (at which all substrates of a series obeying the
isokinetic relationship react at the same rate) is termed the "isokinetic
temperature".

See LEFFLER (1955).

ISOMERIZATION

A chemical reaction, the principal product of which is isomeric with the
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chemical species. For example,

(a) + KNH + ÷ K I

(b) (PhN*N) (PhN*N) + (PhNEN*)

(* denotes position of an isotopically different atom)

See also fractionation factor.

ISOVALENT HYPERCONJUGATIGN

See hyperconjugation.

KEKULE STRUCTURE (for aromatic compounds)

One of the contributing structures of an aromatic molecular entity (such as
benzene), with fixed alternating single and double bonds, in which
interactions between multiple bonds are assumed to be absent.

For benzene,

and

are the Kekule' structures.

KINETIC CONTROL (of product composition)

The term characterizes conditions (including reaction times) that lead
to reaction products in a proportion governed by the relative rates of the
parallel (forward) reactions leading to their formation.

See also thermodynamic control.

KINETIC ELECTROLYTE EFFECT (Kinetic Ionic strength effect)

The general effect of an added electrolyte (i.e. an effect other than,
or in addition to, that due to its possible involvement as a reactant or
catalyst) on the observed rate constant of a reaction in solution. At low
concentrations (when only long—range coulombic forces need to be considered)
the effect on a given reaction is determined only by the ionic strength1/2(PhN*N))Tj
/C00FX3 77 Tf
97 (KEKULE)Tj
71FX3 89 TT
48 -c,z12mistry
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electrons it is stabilized (aromatic), whereas with 4n + 2 it is
destabilized (antiaromatic). No examples of ground state Mbius systems are
known, but the concept has been applied to transition states of per/cyclic reactions
I see aromatic ( 3 ) I.

The name is derived from the topological analogy of such an arrangement
of orbitals to a Mbius strip.

HE I LBRONNER ( 19 64 ) , ZIMMERMAN ( 1971).

See also Hikkel (4n 1- 2) rule.

MOLECULAR ENTITY

Any chemically or isotopically distinct atom, molecule, ion, ion pair,
radical, radical ion, complex, conformer etc., capable of identification as a
separately distinguishable entity.

It depends on the context with what degree of precision a molecular
entity is to be described. For example, "hydrogen molecule" is an adequate
definition of a certain molecular entity for some purposes, whereas for
others it is necessary to distinguish the electronic state and/or
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ORBITAL

See molecular orbital.

ORBITAL SYMMETRY

The behaviour of an atomic or a localized molecular orbital under a
molecular symmetry operation characterizes its orbital symmetry. For
 symmetic),c oritlmay  chngz sign, i.e.e,theranti symmetic).r

fc chemical chngzsrthattryvolveN"coyservration os orbital symmetr". Iof r
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through formation of an arnmonium ion. The terms "general acid pseudo-
catalysis" and "general base pseudo—catalysis" may be used as the analogues
of general acid catalysis and general base catalysis.

The term "base—promoted" has sometimes been used for reactions that are
pseudo—catalysed by bases. However, the term "promotion" also has a
different meaning in other chemical contexts.

PSEUDO-FIRST ORDER RATE COEFFICIENT

See order of reaction.

+ PSEUDOMOLECULAR REARRANGEMENT

The use of this awkwardly formed term is discouraged. It is synonymous
with "intermolecular rearrangement".

See molecular rearrangement.

PSE(JDOPEFIICYCLIC

A concerted transformation is pseudopericyclic if the primary changes in
bonding occur within a cyclic array of atoms at one (or more) of which non—
bonding and bonding atomic orbitals interchange roles.

A formal example is the enol enol prototropy of 2,4—pentanedione
(acetylacetone).

Since the atomic orbitals that interchange roles are orthogonal, such a
reaction does not proceed through a fully conjugated transition state and is thus
not a pericyclic reaction and therefore not governed by orbital symmetry restrictions
applicable to pericyclic reactions.

ROSS, SEIDERS and LEMAL (1976).

+ PSEUDO-UNIMOLECULAR

An ambiguous term without clear meaning.

See unimolecular, order of reaction.

PYROLYSIS

Thermolysls,
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RATE LAW (or Empirical differential rate equation)

An expression for the rate of reaction of a particular reaction in terms of
concentrations of chemical species and constant parameters (normally rate
coefficients and partial orders of reaction) only. For examples of rate laws see
equaL ions (1) to (3) under kinetic equivalence, and equation (1) under steady state.
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of reaction; v with a lettered subscript (e.g. refers to a rate of
appearance or rate of disappearance (e.g. of the chemical species A).

N.B.: This definition is consistent with CODATA (1974) recommendations
and with IUPAC MANUAL APPENDIX V(1981), but differs from the unconventional
terminology in the earlier IUPAC MANUAL (1979).

See also chemical relaxation, mean life time, order of reaction.

RATE-CONTROLLING STEP

See rate—limiting step.

RATE-DETERMINING STEP
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The prefix "homo" (meaning one extra atom, interrupting conjugation - cf.
"homoaromatic") has frequently been applied to sigmatropic rearrangements,
but is misleading.

See also cycloaddition, tautomeri.sm.

SILYLENE

(1) An uncharged di—co-ordinate silicon compound in which silicon is
linked to two adjacent groups by covalent bonds and possesses two non-
bonding electrons. (The definition is analogous to that given for carbene.)

(2) The silanediyl group (H2Si(), analogous to the methyl group

(H2C.
SOFT ACID

See hard acid.

SOFT BASE

See hard base.

SOLVATION
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See ELIEL (1962).

[For the use of the term "stereoselective polymerization" see IUPAC
POLYMERS (1974).]

See also stereospecific.

STEREOSPECIFIC

(1) A reaction is termed stereospecific if starting materials differing
only in their stereoisomerism are thereby converted into stereoisomerically
different products. According to this definition, a stereospecific process
is necessarily stereoselective but not all stereoselective processes are
stereospecif ic.

(2) The term has also been applied to describe a reaction of high
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limitations of the technique employed in the detection of the intermediate.
The term is a relative one: intermediates having a relatively longer mean-
life are described as "persistent".

TRANSITION CO-ORDINATE

The normal co—ordinate (of an "activated complex") corresponding to a
vibration with an imaginary frequency. Motion along it leads towards
products.

See also reaction co—ordinate, transition state.

TRANSITION STATE

In theories describing elementary reactions it is usually assumed that














